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Explicit formulas are given for certain solutions of the equations Pu = 6 and 
Pzi = 0 with P being a differential operator with polynomial coefficients preserving 
the form Cr=, $ - XT=, JJ~ for arbitrary even integers p, q. These formulas are a 
direct consequence of the invariance of P and depend only up to a constant factor 
upon the operator P. 
This paper is devoted to the study of distributional solutions of the 
equations Pu = 6 (the Dirac measure at zero) and PC= 0, where P is a linear 
differential operator with polynomial coeffkients which preserves the form 
s~,~(x, y) = XI=, XT - JYrz, yp for arbitrary even positive integers p, q and 
m, n > 1. Among such operators we have the wave operator and the ultra- 
hyperbolic operator 0 as well as their iterates multiplied by arbitrary powers 
of S?,J. See Section 4 in Part 2 for examples of other non-classical operators 
corresponding to forms sp.g for p, q > 0 which fall within the scope of the 
paper. 
We present explicit formulas for certain solutions of the equations Pu = 6 
and Pzi = 0, which in the case of the wave operator and the ultrahyperbolic 
operator coincide with the fundamental solutions and the formulae given for 
these operators by de Rham (31. 
A characteristic feature of these solutions which are a direct consequence 
of the invariance of the operators is that they hardly depend upon the 
operator involved (the coefftcients of the operator define constant factors 
only) and it is the space dimension and the integers p, q, m, n entering into 
the definition of the form that really matter. 
Given an invariant operator P a general idea of this paper, due essentially 
to Girding [2] consists in transforming the problem of finding solutions for 
P into a l-dimensional one for the operator L determined by P ((Lf) 0 s,., = 
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P(fo s~,~)) by applying the operation K of averaging of smooth functions 
over the hypersurfaces s~,~(x, y) = s,,. However, the methods of Girding and 
Tengstrand [4] used for the Cl operator are not applicable in this more 
general case. One of the problems consists in establishing suitable 
smoothness properties of the operation K. This is done in Part 1 by applying 
specially adopted singular partitions of unity. Next we compute the 
“singular” part of the operation K. 
Part 2 is devoted to an effective computation of the above mentioned 
solutions. It is based on the following simple but very useful property of 
invariant operators: if L is a l-dimensional operator corresponding to an 
invariant operator P then the operator L” (the transpose of L) must operate 
inside the space Z of functions of the form Kp, rp E Cg*(R”+“), i.e., that 
L”(Z) c z. 
The paper ends with an application of these results to various differential 
operators. 
NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
Rk will denote the k-dimensional Euclidean space. N, stands for the set of 
non-negative integers. By Ni we denote the set of all multi-indices a = 
(a , ,...1 a,), ai E N, (i = l,..., k). We also write ]a] = a&.. + ak and a! = 
I a,. ..- ak !. R\ denotes the positive real half-axis and R\ the non-negative 
real half-axis. 
Let r be an arbitrary even positive integer. We define the norm ]zlr = 
Iz; + . . . + zLI”~. Let zci’ = (z, ,..., zj-, , zj+ , ,..., zk) for j = l,..., k. Then we 
write 1 zv” ]F = z; + . e. + zJ-, + zJ+ , + ... +zL. If r= 2 we write shortly ]z] 
for (z]?. 
The form sp.&, Y) = 1x1~ - Ivl& x E R”, 4’ E R” for even p, q E N” will 
play a fundamental role throughout the paper. 
We apply the notation commonly used in the theory of distributions and 
of differential operators. In particular C,“(Q) stands for the set of compactly 
supported C” (0 ,< n < co) functions with supports in an open set R c Rk. 
The value of a distribution u on a test function u, E C?(n) will be denoted 
by u[p]. By 6 we denoted the Dirac measure at zero and Y is the Heaviside 
function. If I’= (Y,,..., yk) then we write Dy= 0;;’ ... Dp, where Dj= a/ax, 
(j = l...., k). 
Let h, k E N,, h, k > 2, h even. By S,,, we denote the set S,., = 
i 6 , ,...) xk): x: + -.. +x;= l), Oh k is the Lebesgue measure on this surface 
and IS,.,] = lSh,& do,.,. If k = 1’ we set S,,, = (1, - 1 }, wh,, = 6, + 6-, 
(6, = the Dirac measure at x) and consequently 1 S,. , ] = 2. 
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1 
The Operation of Averaging and its Properties 
We shall relate to every form sPJx, JJ) a linear operation K called the 
operation of averaging. The name is motivated by condition 2”, which 
appears in Lemma 1, in which the existence of the operation K is established. 
The consequtive Lemmas 2 and 4 deal with the regularity of this operation. 
In the proof of Lemma 2 we shall make use of certain cone-like sets. For 
the sake of uniformity of the, exposition we shall already apply them in 
constructing the operation K in the proof of Lemma 1. These cones are 
defined as follows: for .Y E R”, J E R” and even p, q E N, we set 
Ti= ((x,J*)ER~+~ , xi > 0. 2mx: > Ix’~‘(’ + ly/‘} (i = I,..., m), 
fm+j= ((x, J~)E R”+“, J> > 0, 2nyT > lxlZ + /yU’l2} (j = I,..., n), 
I- m+n+i= {(-u,J’)ER”“” ,xi < 0, 2mxF > /x’~)I* + ly12} (i = l,..., m), 
I- :,,+nti= {(-u,J)ER~+~, yj < 0,2nyj’ > 1x1’+ 1yv”12} (j = I,..., n). 
It is immediately verified that R”+“\(O) c Ufr:“’ ri. 
LEMMA 1. There exists a unique linear operation K, CF(R”‘+“) 3 a, F+ 
Kp E ?(R ‘\{ 0)), supp Krp being bounded, satisfying 
lo K: CF(Rm+n\(O})-+ C,“(R’) is a surjection; 
2” for every function f E C”(R ‘) and (D E Ci(Rm+‘) 
c..f 0 sp.qM =f [Kvl; 
3” if C/I,, E CF(Rm+“) (v = 1, 2 ,...) h ave commonly bounded supports 
then so have the functions Kp,. (v = 1, 2 ,... ). 
Proof. First we prove the uniqueness of K. If L were another linear 
operation satisfying I“ and 2” then for v, E C$(Rm+“\{O)) by condition 2” 
we would have 
\ f (s)(Kv)(s) ds = \ f (s)(Lp)(s) ds for every f in C”(R ‘). 
Therefore on account of the regularity of K, L (condition 1“) we infer from 
the above that (Kq)(s) = (Lyl)(s), s E R ‘. 
We shall establish the existence of an operation K satisfying lo--j’. We 
introduce the notation 
Ki(S, Xti’, J’) = (S - IX”‘I; + / J7(;)“’ (i = l,..., m), 
K,,,+j(S,X, JJ"') = (1X1; -S - Ib"'I;)"' (j = l,..., n), 
K m+n+i= -fci (i = I,..., m), K*mtn+j= -K m+j (j= l,..., n). 
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First we define the operations K, , K,, , , K, +,,+ , , K,, +n+l : 
1 
(K,(o)(s) = F 1 
. (P(K,(S,X"), I'), x(I), 4') 
(K,(S,X(", J'))"-' 
d(x"), y) 
for 9 E CW,), 
The remaining functions K,. (V = l,..., 2m + 2n) are defined in an 
analogous way be replacing one of the arguments of 9 by the respective 
function K,. (1' = l,..., 2m + 2n). We verify that K,.9 E CF(R’) whenever 9 E 
CF(f,,) (v = l)..., 2m + 2n) and that for every function f E Co@ ‘) we have 
the relations 
(f" ~,.,)[91=flK,.91 for 9 E Cz(T,.) (V = l,..., 2m + 2n). 
It follows from the uniqueness of K that for 9 E C,O (r, n r,,), (K,9)(s) = 
(K,yl)(s) for s E R’. Therefore a standard pasting argument yields the 
existence of a i?: C'~(R"'"\(O})+ Cr(R') satisfying 2“ and such that 
R9 = K,.9 whenever 9 E CF(f,.) (V = I,..., 2m + 20). In order to extend K to 
Cr(R”‘+*) we distinguish the sets 0, = {(x, y): 1x1: - [ yli = s}, s E R’\{O}. 
We denote by qS an arbitrary function in P(Rm”) equal to 1 on the set 
0, and vanishing in a neighborhood of zero. Letting 9 E CT(Rm+“) we set 
formally (KY)(S)= (R(yq,))(s) for s # 0. 
To prove correctness of the definition we need verify that it is independent 
of the choice of a function nS having the above properties. This results from 
the fact that for s # 0 the value (Z?(9nS))(s) is determined by the value of y/nS 
on the set 0, which is the same for every function vs. If 9 E CF(Rm+n\(O}) 
then obviously KIJJ = l?v/. 
The proof that the operation K such defined maps C~(RmCn\(O}) onto 
Cr(R') is simple and left to the reader. 
We shall now prove 2”. To this end we observe that it follows from the 
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above definition of the operation K that for rp E C$Rm+“\(0)) and every 
function f E C”(R ‘) we have 
J-+‘%f(s) Kp(s) ds = !’ f&,.,(x, Y)) ul(x, Y) dx dY. 
. -cc .R”,.” 
(1) 
LetfE Co@‘) and (DE Ci(Rmf”),faO, ~20. Denote 
C,=i(X,~‘):lXI~-lY?‘I::~&J for .s > 0. 
Then by (1) we get 
I’ f(s) KY(~) ds = (_ f(s,,,(x, Y)) VG Y) dx due 
. ISI> ‘C, 
Since the limit as E -+ 0 of the integral on the right exists and the operator K 
is positive definite (KY > 0 if w> 0) we see that the function J * KY is, 
integrable and 2” holds. 
For arbitrary not necessarily positive f and w we proceed in the way 
indicated above by representing these functions as a sum of the positive and 
the negative part. 
Now assertion 3” follows directly from the above construction, which ends 
the proof of Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. Choose an arbitrary number NE No and a function v, E 
CF(R”“‘). Set r = max(p, q) and let k be an arbitrary integer fulfilling 
k>(N+l)r-1. (2) 
Denote by? W,,, the Taylor polynomial for cp of degree k at zero. Let x be a 
function in CF(R * + “) equal to 1 in a neighbourhood of zero. Under these 
assumptions the function 
K(yl - xw,,,) E CN(R ‘1, (3) 
(K being the function defined in Lemma 1). Moreover if 
lim PI, = 0 in D(Rm+‘) (4) L’-roz 
then lim,,, K((pl, - xW,,,,) = 0 in D”‘(R ‘). 
Proof. Select numbers 0 <.pr < p2 so that x = 1 on the ball B@,) = 
((x, y): lx/’ + ) yJz < p:j and supp(y, - xW,,,) c I?@,). Choose arbitrary 
numbers R > pz and a satisfying 
O<a<+. (5) 
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Let z = (x, ~1). We define an inversion I,: B(R)\(O} + R”+” by the formula 
:‘(zJ1= W/W+‘)Z~ Izl = (Ix\’ + I?,l*)“*. Let Gi=Z,(TinB(R)) 
,..., 2m + 2n) and set G = U:!:‘” Gi. It is easily verified that G = 
I:(B(R)\(O\) and there is a number E > 0 such that G = lJtm:2n (z: z E G;. 
dist(z, G\G,) > E). Therefore there exist’ functions ei E C’x(Rmt”) 
(i = l,..., 2m + 2~) verifying 
(i) O<e,< 1 on R”‘+“; 
(ii) ei = 0 on G\G,; 
(iii) x,j”:‘” ei = 1 on G; 
(iv) for every p E IV:+” there exists a constant C, such that 
ID’ei(Z)l < CD < Co. 
Let yi(z) = e,(R”z/(z Ia+ ‘) (i = l,..., 2m + 2n) and put I&I) = cp -x W,,, , 
v,(o) = v(o) . yi. We conclude that’ supp vi c ri U (0) (i = l,..., 2m + 2n), 
y/ = v”:‘” vi, (KY)(S) = Cf’!!!!‘” (K,,IJI,.)(s) with K, being the operations 
defined in the proof of Lemma 1. It is enough, in order to prove (3), to show 
that Kv,. = K,,ty,, E C”(R ‘) (u = l,..., 2m + 2n). We shall prove only the case 
v = 1 since the remaining ones are analogous. 
It follows from the definition of K and of the number pZ that 
for sf0. (6) 
Fix an arbitrary E > 0. We shall prove that Kty, is C”’ on the set 
(s: IsI > E} and that assuming (4) 
(7) 
uniformly for 1 s I> E and p E N,. To this end we note that the number p0 = 
dist(0, ( (x, ~1): I 1x1: - IJ$ I > E ) n r, } is positive and 
1 
K,(hX(“, Y) 2 c2mJ,,2 (IX”‘I’ + lYl*)“* for (K,,x”‘,Jv)Er,. (8) 
It follows that 
1 
K,@% x(“? Y> 2 (2m + 1),,* PO for IsI>& (9) 
’ Cf. Theorem 8.2 in [I]. 
’ In the considerations concerning a fixed cp we shall write I instead of v(q). 
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and therefore the function in (6) is infinitely differentiable under the integral 
sign. Moreover condition (4) implies (7). 
Now, we study the function K(~,(rp)) in a neighbourhood of s = 0. For the 
positive number p, we choose 0 <p, < 1 and E > 0 so that 
whenever Ix”‘(’ + )~l’<py and /sI GE. Then (K(I,v,(~I)))(s) = 
Mv))(s) + (-&P))(S) for IsI GE, where 
and J(q) = K(yl,(q)) - 1((o) for /s I < E. By (8) J(p) is smooth and (4) implies 
that for every p E N, 
uniformly for IsI <co. (10) 
Now in view of (10). (7) and 3” in Lemma 1 it remains to show that I(q) 
is of class C\’ for (s[ < E and that assuming (4) we have 
uniformly on (s: Is( ,< e} 
Let 
(p = 0, l)..., N). (11) 
We have” 
<” sup ID”(ol K$+‘~-j (j = 0, l,..., k + 1). (13) ICIl<kCI 
Set ,D(s.x”‘, 4’) = RL2((K,(S,X”), y))’ + (xy(‘)12 + ly12))‘0’ ‘),” and define 
(f(cp))(s. x”’ , j’) = (V/(V)))(K,, X”), J,) c?,(,U . K,,,Ll . X”‘,,U . 4’) * (K,)‘-’ with 
the arguments of K, and ,U being neglected for the sake of brevity. Then 
W)(s) = J- 1. , p _ ,I (,, _ +,~,:‘$.~(b?)(s,-~(“~ Y)W”, Y)- _ , 
‘The * over the inequality sign means that the given inequality is satisfied modulo a non- 
zero constant factor. 
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Note that for j = 0, 1, 2,... 
2’ 
z v/. (K,)‘-P <* SUP ID”fJl K;+2-ci+“p (j = 0. 1. 2 . . . . ). (15) Inl<kt 1 
It follows from (14) and (1.5) that forj = O9 1, 2,... 
sup ID”9 
lal<kt I 
k+?-p(j+l)-jo 
IK, . (16 ) 
Hence by (13) we get 
Assumptions (5) and (2) imply that 
k+2-p(j+ 1)-ju>k+ l-(N+ l)p>O for j = 0, l,..., N. 
Therefore by (16) the function (Z(rp))( s can be N times differentieted under ) 
the integral sign. Moreover since by (4) sup,=, Gk + r ) Day,,/ +u--rx, 0 then 
estimates (16) imply (11). This ends the proof of Lemma 2. 
Let x be, as before, an arbitrary function in Cr(Rm+“) equal to one in a 
neighbourhood of zero. From the linearity of K we conclude that for every 
function Ed E CF(Rm+n) and an arbitrary k E N,’ 
Kv =K(‘P -xwk.,) + %Wk.,), 
In view of Lemma 2 in order to investigate the regularity of K, it is enough 
to study the regularity of the functions K(,yx”y”) for a E N,“, /I E N:. To this 
end we shall represent K in a special form. First we choose arbitrarily 
functions fE C’(R’) and v E Cr(R”+“). By condition 2“ in Lemma 1 we 
have 
+ I
1 f(s)(Ky/)(s) ds = ) f(s,.& 4’) ‘4x3 4’) 4-G 4’). (18) --XI -fsmtN 
’ The lower indices in D denote the variable of differentiation. 
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Introducing the homogeneous coordinates in R” and R”: 
R: X~,,,~(U,~)~U~~ER~\(O), 
R: x S,,, 3 (v, v) - 0 . r E R”\(C)}, 
we conclude that 
i 
f(sp,& Y)) v(x, Y) 4X? Y) 
f(m+n 
,,- ‘v”- ‘f(up - v”) A&, v) du dv, (19) 
where 
Aok 0) = )_ [ w(u<, vf~) dw,,, do,,,. 
. s0.m . s,.. 
Put a = (m -p)/p, b = (n - q)/q. By the change of variables: t = up, s = 
up - t14 in the integral on the right in (19) we conclude from (18) (the 
function f being arbitrary) that 
P(t - Qb JI,(~“~, (t - s)“~) dt. (20) 
In the sequel we shall deal with a fixed function x E Cr(Rm+n), 
x(u .t, v . rl) = 1 for t E Sp,m, rl E Sq,nr 0 < u < 2, 0 Q v < 2 and I@, J’) = 
x=p * x. 
Write 
We see that 
A&, v) = uivta*&4, v), where i= Ial, “i= IPI, 
cn,&~ 0) = c,,, for O<u<2, O<v<2, 
where C,,, = js js, n C” . r1’ dw,,,,, dw,,,. In particular Co,, = IS,,, I IS,,,, I. 
It follows that tRk” constant C o,B is different from zero if and only if each of 
the numbers ai ,..., a,,,, /3, ,..., p, is either even or zero. Write 
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m-p 
a,=a=- 
P - 
b,=b==( 
4 
ai = a + ‘, b,=b+; (i,j = 1, 2 ‘... ), (21) 
P 
h,(s) = 1’ P(t - s)~, dt for O<Isj< 1. 
. max(s.O) 
By (20) we have 
P(I - s)~, Ca,5(t”‘p, (t - s)“~) dt. 
Since XX”J~ E Cr(Rm+“) ‘t I is seen from Lemma 1 that K(~x”JT~) is of class 
P(R’\(O}), d an moreover that the function 
c 
Kijx”y”)(s) - $ hi&) 
= ; 1% P(t - S)~J Ca,@‘, (t - s)liq) dt 
1 
is smooth for 1s 1 < 1. Therefore if 2 is an arbitrary function in CF(R ‘) equal 
to I for 1 s 1 < f and being zero for 1 s\ > f we have the decomposition 
K@x”Jq(s) = C A i(s) hi,j(s) + Ua.b(S) 
P4 
with ua.D E C,“(R’). Hence for rpE CF(R”“‘) we have from (17) 
KOIW,J= y Ai,j(cP)f(s) hi.Js) + u/~(cP; s)v (22) 
O<i+j<k 
where 
is a smooth function and 
Therefore condition (4) implies that 
lim a&, ; s) = 0, 
C’-tcc lim A i,j(p,.) = 0, i,jEN,. (24) L-r02 
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It is seen from (22) that in order to study the regularity of K(JW,*,) it is 
enough to investigate the functions Iz,,~ for i, j E N, 1 s 1 < 1. For this purpose 
we shall prove the following 
LEMMA 3. Let a, b > -I and let g(s) = j,&x,s,O, t”(t -s)” dt for s # 0, 
1 s 1 < 1. Then there exists u function Ig such that g - Zg is C’ on (- 1, 1). 
More precisely if 
0) bEN,, a+b+l&N,, and A(u, 6) = (-l)*+‘(T(u + 1) x 
T(b + l)/T(u + b + 2)) then (Zg)(s) = A(u, 6) Y(s)P+“‘; 
(ii) a E N,,, a + b + 1 6? N,, then (Zg)(s) = B(u, 6) Y(-s)(-sjaib+ ‘, 
where 
Qb)=(-1)“” r(“+l)r@+ l); 
r(u+b+2) 
(iii) u~N,,,b66N,,u+b+165N0,then 
(k)(s) = (A (a, b) Y(s) + B(u, b) Y(--s)) / s 1“ + b + ‘, 
where the constants 
(1 -b-y 
n-u-b-l’ 
1 
n-a-b-1 + (26) 
are d@erent from zero; 
(iv) a E No, u + b + 1 E No, then (fg)(s) = A (a, b) Y(s) satb + ’ with 
C-l)” #(); 
n-u-b-l 
(v) u6?No,b~No,u+b+1ENothen 
(Zg)(s)=A(u, b)sUtb+’ In IsI + C(u, b) Y(s)s’+‘+‘, 
t$qhere 
A(a,b)= (,+;+ 1 )(-1)“” 
C(u, b)= lim G (E - 1)” + (-l)a+b 
r-o - II=0 n-u-b-l 
nza+b+l 
(27) 
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Proof of Lemma 3. ad(i). Suppose b E N,, a + b + 1 f$ N,, and define 
the polynomial 
p(s)= (‘IP(f-s)*dt for SER’. 
.o 
Note that g(s) =p(s) for s < 0 and that for s > 0 we have 
g(s) =/J(s) - )-I t”(t - s>* dt 
-0 
=p(s) + (-l)*+’ f(a + l)W+ 1) o+b+l 
r(a + b + 2) ’ ’ 
Hence assertion (i) follows. 
ad(ii). The proof is analogous to (i). 
ad(iii). Suppose a & No, b 4 N,, a + b + 1 & No. We note that for 
s>o 
m=f+*+’ i 
.’ (1 -x)b 
-5 
.y”+b+2dX 
=sa+*+yimJ’-+ g 
b 
s ( i n=O n 
(-x)” dx 
=A(a, b)f+*+’ - f t--s)” 
n=o n-a-b- 1 
(28) 
with A(a, 6) given by (25). 
To prove that A(a, b) f 0 assume the contrary: A(a, 6) = 0. By (28) g is 
I then C’” on R,. If a + b < -1 then since a + b is not an integer we have 
a + b + 1 < 0 and consequently 
(‘It’@-s)*dr~;b 00, a contradiction. 
-0 + 
Therefore suppose a + b > -1. Integrating the last integral by parts long 
enough we arrive at gr(s) =j: t”‘(t - s)*‘dt with a’ < -1, a’ + b’ = 
a + b > -1. Then b’ > 0, b’ = [b’] + r with 0 < r < 1. Differentiating g,, 
[b’] + 1 times we obtain up to a constant factor, the function 
ji fa”(f - s)*” dt with a”+b”=a’+r- 1<-1. Thus we are back in the 
first case and consequently we get a contradiction. 
For s<O we get analogously g(s) = B(a, b)(-s)” + *+ ’ - 
~~zo (“,) ((-s)“/(n -a - b - 1)) with B(a, b) # 0. 
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ad(iv). Suppose a E N,,, a + b E N,. Then also b E N,. By changing 
the variable u = s/t we obtain for s > 0 
&)=f+*+‘\ 
-’ (1 - uy 
-r 
Ua+b+Z du 
Similarly for s < 0 we get g(s) = -Cf:=, (i) ((-s)“/(-a -b - 1 + n)). 
Therefore 
n 
-a -‘,! 1 + n +A(a, b) Y(s)saCbC’. 
To prove that A(a, 6) # 0 we suppose, as before that A(a, 6) = 0. Then 
g(s) is by the above formula a polynomial in s. On the other hand it follows 
from the definition of g that gcb’(s) = (b!(-l)b/(a + l))(l - Y(s)s”+‘), a 
contradiction. 
ad(v). Suppose a $ No, b & No, a + b + 1 E N,. Reasoning as in (iii) 
we show that for s > 0 
=A(a, b)satb+’ Ins + vyp(l -E)Sa+b+’ -P(S)S’+*+‘, 
where A (a, b) is defined by (27) and p(s) = 
C” we” p:i,+l ti,‘t’ $f’,‘,ll; ~“-~-~-‘/(-a - b - 1 + n)). In an analogous way 
g(s)=A(a,b)s”‘b”In~s~ 
+ (-l)a+b+l jm “,;,-$ h p+6+1 
-1 x 
-p(s) sa+b+’ 
and therefore (v) follows. 
Denote 
Y;,~(s) = A(ai, bj) Y(S) Sa’+bit ’ if bj E N, 
= B(ai, bj) Y(-s) Islnifb~+’ if aiENo,ai+bj+ l&N,, 
= @(ai, bj) Y(S) + B(ai, bj) I’-s)) Is(“~~‘+’ 
if ai,bj,a,+bj+ l&N, 
= (A (ai, bj) In 1 s 1 + C(ai, bj) Y(S)) sol+ *‘+ ’ 
if ai,bj&No,ai+bj+ IEN, 
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with the constants A, B, C defined in Lemma 3. From Lemma 3 we know 
that A. B are different from zero. Write 
,u=p,.,=a+b+ 1, piJ = a, + bj + 1 (i,j= 1, 2 ,... ). (29) 
It is easily verified that 
yi.i E Ck(R’)\Ck + ‘(R ‘) if k<pi,<k+ 1. (30) 
Moreover from Lemma 3 we know that 
hi.j - 7i.j extends to a smooth function on,(-1, 1). (31) 
LEMMA 4. Choose an arbitrary number NE N, with the corresponding 
number k E N, given by Lemma 2. Let Aimj be the functions defined by (23). 
For etget? function (DE Cz(Rm+“) df e me a function fv(qq s) by putting 
fv(c~: s) = ro<i+j<k Ai.j(U,) yi,j(S)fOr s E R’\{O). Under these assumptions’ 
1” WV)(S) = fb)f,((o; s) + h,(v; s), where h,(rp; .) E C”(R’), 
h,(cp,,; .) +,...E 0 in Q”(R’) whenever 9,. + 0 in G’(R,+‘). 
2” f;.(cp; .) E C”, where 
P= 1Pl if ~u[(r(ll 
=p-1 if P = [PI 
for ,u > 0, and ifq,. + 0 in Q(Rm+‘) then jif,(rp,,; .) -+ ,,-, xI 0 in GG(R’). 
3” If N < ~1 then K is a continuous operation K: G(R”+“)+ V’(R’). 
Prooj We note that by (22) for every function q E L%(Rm+“) we have 
the decomposition 
(Kv)(~) = K(P -,fwk.,)(s) + x Ai.jX(s) hii f ok(V; S) 
O<i+j<k 
with a smooth function uk satisfying (24). Hence assertion lo follows on 
account of (31), (24) and Lemma 2. Assertion 2” follows from (30), (29) and 
(24). Finally 3” follows from 1” and 2”. 
Let x be a function in CF(R’) equal to one in a neighbourhood of zero. 
Denote by 2 the image of CF(R”‘+“) under K. The functions in Z are of 
class CW(R’\{O}). M ore precisely, by Lemma4 we have the following 
corollary which is fundamental for the remaining part. 
’ Recall that 2 is a function in C;‘(R’) equal to I for 1x1 < $ and to 0 for jsl > f. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let cp E C;(R”+” ), (i = Kp. For every number NE N, 
there exists a number k E N,, and a function h,(p; -) so that 
r(s) = x(s) 2 Ai.j(cO) Yi,j(s) + hk(P; ~1 for sER’. 
O<i+j<k 
U,J<.V 
The functions Ai,j are defined by (23) and satisfy (24). In particular 
A,,, = B, . p(O), where 
(32) 
The functions h,((o; .) E Cl and h,(p,; .) -+,,mAX 0 in Q,‘(R’) if cp,. + 0 in 
Q(Rm+n). 
2 
Let P be a differential operator of finite order M with polynomial coef- 
ficients 
P(D)= \’ 
,a, +Tl<.u 
aa,4(x, Y)DP~, xER”, YER”. (1) 
DEFINITION 1. We say that P is invariant with respect to the form sP.q if 
there exists an ordinary differential operator L such that 
W’Mfo sp.q) = Lf 0 s,., (2) 
for every function f E C”‘(R’). 
DEFINITION 2. An operator L is said to be homogeneous of order 1 
provided for every function f E C’(R’) and y,,(s) = h . s 
L(f0 y,,) = h.’ . Lf 0 yh. (3) 
Let L satisfy assumptions (2) and (3). It can easily be proved that the 
operator Lt’ (the transpose of L) has the form 
.%f 1 
L” = s A,s’-.~ $ (Ai constants), 
i=X 
X = max(O, 2) 
we have 31 
(LqI)(s) = y A,(-l)‘(P(D(s))‘i’. 
i=l 
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In the sequel we shall assume 
ASSUMPTION H. P is an operator ofform (1) satisjjGng (2) and (3) with 
A < M. 1 an integer. 
DEFINITION (a convention). Let g E C”(R’\{Ot). By L”g we shall 
denote: the function given by 
.\I 
@“g)(s) = \‘ Ais’--\ 2 (s) 
i3 
for s E R’\(OJ, 
and its continuous extension to the whole of R ’ if such an extension exists. 
Let K be the operation of averaging introduced in Part 1 and let Z = 
K(C;(R”+“)). 
THEOREM 1. For every function I+I E C:(Rm +“) 
(K(P”cp))(s) = (L”(Kp))(s) for s # 0, i.e., L”: Z + Z. 
Proof: Applying the definition of K and using the invariance of the 
operator P, we have for every f E Cc(R r\(O)) the relations: 
1. f(s) W%)(s) ds 
-R’ 
=.i R”t+n 
(f o S,.,) P”vd(x, 4’) = jRm+” P(fo &,) cp(% J’) d(-y, J) 
= I (LfO s R?"+" p.4). cpdk Y)= )_ (Lf)(sWv)(s)ds -R’ 
= [ f(s) L”(Kq)(s) ds. 
.R’ 
The assertion follows in view of the arbitrariness off E Cr(R ‘\ (0 1). 
THEOREM 2. . Let P be the operator (1) satislking (2). Suppose 0 # 
E E Q-‘(R ‘) and the formal definition 
4vl= E[Kyll for cp E Cg(R”+“) (4) 
defines a distribution on R”‘“. If 
LE[Kvl = AdO) for v, E C’,Z(Rm+“) (5) 
then u satisfies the identity Pu = A6 and therefore is a non-zero solution of 
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the equation Pu = 0 if A = 0 and (l/A)u is a fundamental solution of P 
otherwise. 
ProoJ By (4) and Theorem 1 for every function ~1 E Cr(Rm+“) we have 
the relations: Pu[q] = u[P”u,] = E[K(P’@)] = E[L”(K$0)] = LE[Ky,] = 
440). 
Let us note two simple formulas which will often be applied in the sequel: 
For an arbitrary real number t we have 
L”(s’Y(s)) = Y(s) s’--‘w,(t), 
where 
w,(t)= 5 Ait(t - 1) . . - (t - i + 1). 
i =.I 
For k, r E N, there exist C,(k, r), C,(k, r) such that 
Dk(ln IsI sr) = C, In Is( srmk + CZsr-k 
(6) 
(7) 
and C,(k, r) = 0 if k > r. 
1. Explicit Formulas for Certain Non-Zero Solutions of the Equations 
Pu = 0 and Pu = 6 in the Case where (cf: (21) in Part l), ,u = 
a+b+l&N,andL>l 
Let p =,u - [p]. In the case under consideration 0 < p < 1. We shall give a 
detailed description of case lo, where b E N,,. The remaining cases 2” a E N, 
and 3” a 6A N,, b & N,, (under the general assumption p& NJ can be treated 
in a completely analogous way. We shall list the results in Theorem 3 which 
will be followed by an outline of proofs concerning cases 2” and 3”. 
1” ,uCINNo,bEN,. 
Let cp E CF(R”‘+“), < =Kp. By Corollary 1 and Lemma 3 we know that 
there exists a number k E N, such that 
r(s) = (KV)(S) =x(s) B,rp(O)A(a, b) Y(s) s” 
+ h,(v; s) + \‘ 
Q<zj<k 
Xts> ni,j(P) Yi.jCsh 
iljJ<M+I~l+.l 
(8) 
where h,(rp; .) E Cf+[pl+.‘. I t o f II ows that r E L?““(R’) and moreover from 
Corollary 1 we know that Kq,, -+ 0 in L?[“](R’) if or + 0 in g(R*+“). Since 
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B, # 0. A > I it follows from (6) and Theorem 1 (the function Lt’{ must be 
of the form (8)) that6 
w,(fl)= x ‘4,/I@-l)...(U-i+ l)=O (9) 
i =.t 
On account of (9) it is easy to verify that the function 9: R \ 3 s P s.‘-‘~“ 
satisfies the equation Lq = 0 on R ‘+ .
Let KI = [,u] + 1 -1. In the sequel we distinguish two cases: rii > 0, i.e., 
rii > 1 and ti < 0. We begin with considering the first one. 
1” (i) jf@N,, bEN,, [jf-A>O. 
Note that there is a constant C such that q(s) = C(dfi/dsti)( l/P). Let 
E[a] =jox f&S)dS for a E CF(R’). (10) 
We see that EE(B’(R’))’ and G<[[iu]<p=[p]+p. Since K~IEC’“’ it 
follows from Lemma 4 that E[Krp] is a well-defined distribution on Rm+“. 
We shall prove in order to apply Theorem 2 that E satisfies (5). The proof is 
divided into a number of steps. 
E[L”iy] = 0 for w E CF(R’). @I> 
First we note that supp LE = (0). Therefore LE = Crzo ciSfi’, TE N,, 
which is possible only when all ci are zero since as can easily be proved the 
distribution LE is homogeneous of order -p - 1, which is not an integer 
number. 
E[L”g] = 0 for g E Cy+‘(R ‘). (nz) 
By the definition of E we have (writing D instead of d/k) 
.w 
E[L”g] = \’ A. -m ’ 
,%I -.4 
iz, t 1 F D’(s’--‘D’g)ds = S c.J. I J’ 
-0 j=O 
with Ji = j,” sjmpDfi +A “g(s) ds (j = 0, l,..., M - A) and with adequate 
constants cj independent of g. Integrations by parts lead to the formula 
E[L”g] = C [a f D’+*‘g ds, 
‘0 
(11) 
with the constant c = co + c,(- l)(l -p) + ... + c,b,w-.,(- l)“-.t x 
(M - 1 - p) ... (1 -p) independent of the function g. Formula (11) is valid 
’ In the sequel for the sake of brevity we write x,,- y,JdL instead of the more precise 
notation ~,,,~i+j~~,u,,,~, applied in (8). 
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for every function g E Ct’+* and hence also for g E CF(R’). Therefore on 
account of (n,) we must have C = 0 which ends the proof of (nz). 
E[L”g] = 0 for g(s) =x(s) Y(s) s’ or 
g(s)=x(s)lnIsIs’, [p] +;1 ct. (x3) 
Reasoning as in (x2) we arrive at formula (11) with the same constant C 
which equals zero as it was shown above. 
E(L”g] = 0 for g(s) =x(s) Y(-s)(-S)l. h) 
Since g(s) = 0 for s > 0 then L”g = 0 for s > 0 and assertion (x4) follows. 
Let dx; 4 = Wx~ Cr<ui,jGlul+.l Ai,j(rp) vij(s)). Then we get for s # 0 
In a similar way from (6) and (9) we obtain’ 
.M .M 
L”(Y(s)s”x(s)) = x x@’ c sL.-.‘AA, ; D”-ps~Y(s) 
p=t r~=max(p..l) ( ) 
If 
= Y(s) s C,(L) x’p’s” +P-.‘, (13) 
p=* 
where 
cpo1> = i”(P7 Pu> if l<p<A-1 
= A, + WP, P) if A<p&M-1 (14) 
= A,,, if p=M 
and Y(p,p) = ~~~=,,ar(.l,p+,, A  (;),u a.. (U - v +p + 1). It follows from the 
above formulas that 
M 
E[L”Y(s) s”x(s)] = x C,(J) 
I 
‘22 1 
o sp D”(‘,y’p’s”+p-.‘) ds. 
p=l 
Let J,(G) = cr (l/so) D’~(p)su +p-.‘) ds and note that 
(15) 
-= x’p’sP-’ ds = (-l)“(p - l)! 
‘0 
(16) 
’ Note that we do not use here the fact that 61 > 0. 
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Since +I > 1 then applying the Leibnitz formula to Drir(,$p’s’+p~-‘) and 
integrating by parts we arrive at 
+ (-ly+*([p] +p-A)!. 
Then from (16) we get E[L”Y(s) s“x(s)] = C(U), where 
+ ‘q? 
( 
[p] + 1 -A 
,co j 1 cu+P-d) 
X@+p-A- 1)..~(j3+j+p)(-1~+P 
X (p +j- l)! 
1 
for [p] > A. (17) 
From (8), (17) and properties (n,), (x3) we have 
qLt’(f@)I -B&q) aJ+qa, b) = JqdJ; s)]. (18) 
The distribution E being zero on functions vanishing on (0, co) implies in 
view of the form (12) of the function oh; s) that in order to compute 
E[ak: s)] it is enough to restrict oneself to the components of ati; s) of the 
form 
where 
x .M 
oi= v x(p) -i- $-*iA,, 
p=o I’=mar(p..l) 
y, = Y(s) si, y,=In]sl.sU‘ for P <E< [P] +A. 
It can easily be shown that IS, satisfies a formula analogous to (1.5). namely, 
which implies that there is a constant CT such that 
(19) 
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In a similar way by (7) we prove the existence of constants CT, CT verifying 
From (18)-(20) we deduce that there are constants C,*, CT so that 
the formula is valid for every function x E CF, x = 1 in a neighbourhood of 
zero. The left side being independent of x implies that CT = CT = 0. 
Therefore the distribution E satisfies relation (5) with the constant A equal 
by (i) in Lemma 3 to 
A =;l%,ml I~,.,I (-Vf’ ““r; y+y) l) cw, (21) 
where 2’01) is defined by (17) with the constants C,,@) given by (14). It 
follows that A vanishes if and only if &) does so. 
We proceed now to study the second case: 
l”(ii) ~6ZNo,6ENo, [p]+I-A<O,A>O. 
We define a linear functional E by putting 
E[a] =,fom ~-~-‘a(s) ds for a E C@‘). (22) 
It is seen that E E (a”(R I))‘. We shall see that the formal relation 
ubl = EL01 for cp E CF(Rm+n) (23) 
defines u E G’(Rm+“). Indeed, by (8) we get for s > 0 
9 -Ii - ‘(z@)(s) = x(s) B,fp(O) Y(s) A (a, b) s- ’ + SA -&I - ‘h,(p; s) 
+ s X(s>Ai.j((o) Yi,j(S)S-Y+“-‘l 
u<a,,<.~+Irl+.~ 
hence it follows immediately that u is a well-defined functional on 
G(R ,+,). The functional is a distribution, which can be seen from (24) in 
Part 1 and Corollary 1. 
We shall prove that there exists a constant A so that 
El~f’(fG)l = 440) for cp E CF(Rm+“). (24) 
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First we note that in view of (14) (cf. footnote 7) and (16) we have 
E(L”Cy(s) B,cp(O)A(a, b) U(s) SW)]. 
.\I 
= B,cp(O) A (a, b) x 
p=, 
C,(u) jl x’%~ - ’ ds 
-0 
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(25) 
We shall extend the definition of coefficients (301) given in (17) by setting 
‘(u) = t C#)(-l)“(p - l)! if [p]<l- 1. (26) 
&?:I 
It is easily verified that for the distribution E defined by (22) in the case 
,B < L - (1 - p), all properties (n,)-(n,) are valid together with the methods 
of their proofs. As in the previous case from (8) and (25) we obtain in view 
of properties (nzk(nz) relation (18) with the constant z’@) defined by (26). 
Again, the left side of (18) being independent of the function x, we conclude 
that the right side is zero, which yields formula (24) with the constant 
A=B&(a,b)&)=B,(-l)*+’ ‘(‘+ l)=(b+ ‘) @), 
f(a t b t 2) 
(27) 
where B, is given by (32) in Part 1 and &) by (26). 
Finally we note that by Theorem 2 distribution (23) satisfies the equation 
Pu = A& 
THEOREM 3. Let P be a d@erential operator fulfilling assumption H, 
\csith J>O. Suppose that ,u=atb+ l&N, and let p=p--[p], rii= 
l,uI + 1 -L Def me I inear functionals u, u’ by setting for [,u 1 - 1 > 0 
u[c,o] = j-l f D’(Q)(s) ds 
-0 
for rp E Cc(Rm+‘) 
a1 =.i‘r, 1sp 1 D’(Q)(s) ds 
andfor [,u] -A + 1 <O 
u[pJ =Joz s’-“-‘(Kq)(s)ds 
for rp E CF(Rm +n). 
z+p] = i“ Is/,‘-“-‘(Kq)(s)ds 
. -cc 
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Under these assumptions the functionals u, u’ are non-zero distributions. 
1” IfaEN, then Pu=O. 
2” IfbEN, then Pu’=O. 
3” If b E N, then Pu = A6 with the constant A given by (21) if 
[p] - I,> 0, and by (27) otherwise. 
4’ If a E N, then 
Pli = 28, (28) 
where 
A=&-1y+ r(;; :‘b”,” 2’, l) c*(u), (29) 
where B, is given by (32) in Part I 
c*w= pg, c,*w (([rl +p-A)! 
[PI + 1 -A 
+ I;g ( j ) @+p--)(u+p-L-l) (30) 
.** @+p+j)(-1)‘u’+‘-.i(p+j- l)! 
1 
with 
q.4 = y*(P,iu) if l<p<k-1 
= A,(-l)P-I + Y*(p,p) if n<p<M- 1 (31) 
= A,,(-l)MpA if p=M 
and ~*(P~P) = CL,ax,.L.p+L, A,, (;)p@ - 1) ... Q -v +p + 1)(-l)“-“. 
5” If a, b GG N, then Pu = A& where 
and e(u) is defined bJ7 (17) and (15). 
6’ If a, b & N,, then PC = A’s with 
where z’*(p) is defined by (30). 
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7” If a. b @ N, and A # O? A’# 0 then (l/A) Pu - (l/x) PC is a non- 
zero solution of the homogeneous equation Pu = 0. 
Proof: The part of Theorem 3 concerning the case b E N, and the 
distribution u is already proved. The proof for the distribution u’ is 
analogous. Indeed, putting 
= \’ ls\.‘-Um’u(s)ds if [P] + 1 --AGO, 
Lx 
we see that u’[rp] = ,!?[Krp]. L? being zero on functions vanishing on (-co, 0) 
gives ~[L”Y(s)~“~(s)] = 0 instead of (16) and (25). Consequently 
E[L”(K~)] = 0 and PC= 0. In the case where a E No decomposition (8) 
should be replaced by 
(O,)(s) =x(s) Wa, b) BoY(-SK-s)“ P,(O) + h,(w s) 
\’ + - IAs) Ai.j(cP) Yi,jCs)- 
rr<ui,<Iel+.~+M 
Arguing as in the proof of (14) we see that 
.w 
,ty Y(-s)(-sy x) = Y(-s) 1 C,*(u) x(p'(-s)p-A +li 
p=1 
with the constants Cf@) defined by (31). Again an argument similar to that 
applied in the proof of formula (17) shows that for [p] + 1 - A > 0 we have 
with c’*@) given by (30). Consequently we get 
iqL”(Kp)] = A;(O) for cp E CF(R”+“) (32) 
with A’ given by (29). Now (28) follows from (32) and Theorem 2. 
The proof that u satisfies Pu = 0 for a E N, is analogous to the respective 
one for b E No and zi and is therefore omitted. 
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If a & N,, b & N,,, a + b + 1 @Z N, then from Corollary 1 and Lemma 3 we 
know that there is a constant k E N0 such that 
where B, is defined by (32), Part 1 and the constants A(a, 6), B(a, 6) are 
determined in (iii) in Lemma 3. 
The proofs of assertions 5” and 6’ based on the above decomposition are 
analogous to those of 1 O-4’ and are therefore omitted. 
Assertion 7” is obvious. 
2. Explicit Formulas for Certain Non-Zero Solutions of the Equations 
Pu=OandPzi=SintheCasewherep~NoandL>l 
First let us consider the case a, b E No. We have by Corollary 1 
WV)(S) = x(s) B,,(p(O) A (a, b) Y(s) s” + W; s), (33) 
where h(cp; s) E C’. We see that Kc0 E CU- ‘(R ‘). By assumption ,U = 
a + b + 1 > 1, therefore Ku, is at least continuous. 
Let G= [p] + 1 -J=p+ 1 -A. Ifp-A>0 we put’ 
B[a] = fta’s-‘(a- W,_,,,)ds for aE Ct-‘(RI), (34) 
. -cc 
and ifp-J + 1 <O we define 
,!?[a] = (‘+?%(s)ds for a E C@‘). (35) 
. -cc 
Next we define 
+I = ~‘[Krpl for v, E CF(Rm+“). 
On account of Corollary 1 we infer that u’E G’(Rm+“). In the case 
p - 1 + 1 ,< 0 we verify by repeating the method followed in (25~(27) that 
where 
E[L”~(S) B,yl(O)A(a, b) Y(s) SW)] = AfP(O), 
A =B,A(u,b)C’01)=B, 5 (I:) C-1) Co1); (36) 
fl=l n-a-b- 1 
’ The integral in (34) is understood in the sense lim c” M-X I,’ 
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B, is given by (32) in Part 1 and c’@) by (26). Hence by a standard 
argument we obtain 
E[L”(Kp)] = Alp(O). 
We shall prove that also in the case ,u -A > 0 there exists a constant A 
such that I?iLtr(Kq)] =Arp(O) for (p E CF(Rm+“). The proof is in fact 
analogous to that of the case where a + b + 1 & N,. Below we indicate the 
necessary changes. In order to prove 
E’IL”ly] F 0 for VIE C;;C(R’), WI) 
we note that L,!? is homogeneous of order -,u - 1. Therefore, since 
supp LI? = (0) we have Ll? = cd “’ To prove that c = 0 we compute . 
[ 
.If 
(- 1)” p! c = E[L’ys”x(s))] = 6 v C,(p) x(%” +p-.I] 
PYl 
SUtP-.i 
= 2 C,(p) I’+‘~tp)~dS 
p .= I . - % 
.w 
= y C&)(-1r-‘(p- l)! I’+Xx’I’ds=O, 
p=l . -cx 
where the constants C,(u) are given by (14). A similar computation shows 
that 
~[r.“~(s)~,Co(0)~(~,b)Y(s)sU)l=~,cp(O)~(~,b)~~), 
where 
.4f 
a.4= 2 c,w-l)“(P- I)!, 
p=l 
with C,(D) given by (14). 
(37) 
THEOREM 4. Let P be a diflerential operator fulfilling assumption H 
withII~1.Supposethat~=a+b+l1NN,.Put~=~+l-~.Denoteb~ 
E[u] for ,U -A > 0 the coefJcient at s”-.’ in the TaJTlor expansion at zero for 
the function a(s), (u E Cup’(R’)) and define 
~1~1 = W+l for 9 E CF(R*+“). 
If p -- 1 + 1 < 0 set 
-ti(Kq)(s) ds for cp E CF(Rm+“). 
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Ifp-A>Oput 
qp] = ,‘+(i s-fi WV - We- ,,,iJ ds, (0 E C~(P+“). 
. -cc 
Forp-l++<Olet 
,. + ,K 
4rpl = ( s -‘(Kq~)(s) ds, $0 E C?(P +y. 
_ -27 
Under the above assumptions the jiinctionals u and u’ are non-zero 
distributions. 
1’ Ifa,bEN,thenPu=O. 
2” Zf a, b 6E N, then Pu’ = B6 where B = B,&) C(a, b), where C(a, b) 
is gioen by (27) in Part 1 and z(b) is defined by (37). 
3“ If a, b E N, then Pzi=AG, where A = B,A(a, b) c’(p) with C(J) 
defined by (37) and A(a, 6) given in (iv) in Lemma 3. 
4” If a, b 6? N, then Pu = x6, where A’ = B,A (a, b) &,u) with 
A(a,b)=(.+,b+, )(-I)“‘*andfor,u-A>0 
.%I u 
&)=p! K- A 
k:L 
fl+k(-l)k-‘(k - l)! 
+ 2 Ai’gp... ($ej)...O,_i+ l), 
i =,I j-0 
the sign - over a symbol denoting the omission of the symbol. 
ProojI Assertion 3” is already proved on account of Theorem 2 in view 
of the considerations preceding Theorem 4. 
Ad 2”. It follows from Corollary 1 that for an arbitrary N 
Kds) =x(s) 
( 
On Is I A@, 6) + C(a, 6) Y(s)) cp(o)4 
+ =K- 
o<rj<k 
Ai,j(cp) yij + h,(q; s), 
1 
where h, E C”‘(R ‘). 
Ujj<N 
Thus in order to prove that u’ is well defined it is enough to see that 
I?‘[? In ls]x] makes sense, where i? is given by (34), (35). But this is 
immediate since for a = 9‘ In 1 s ] x 
.+3C 
~-‘(a - W+,,,)ds 
. -lx 
= 
c l msA-‘ln]s]X(s)ds for /l-I>0 ” tx 
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and 
.+ xc 
! 
s -‘%x(s) ds 
I 
.+ 7 
= 
! 
s- ‘-’ In IslX(s)ds for p - /l + 1 < 0. 
-I 
In a similar way as in the proof of (n;) we show that LE[s” In /s] x(s)] = 0, 
and arguing as in 3” we show that Pu’= B6 with the constant B defined in 
2”. 
Ad 4”. Let N be large enough and write 
KV(S) =x(s) ( s”(ln IsI A@, b) + C@, b) Y(s)) ~40) B. 
+ ;: pi+ \’ 
,Ttj O<rj<k 
Ai.j(P) Yi.j + I;,(cP; s)Y 
u,.,<,t 
where /;, E Cl (R ‘) is flat at zero up to order ,u. Then L”(Q) = 
,y(s)(cp(O) & ~-t + x:=.1 Ti’t’,(i)si-.‘) +P, where w,(i) is given by (6) and 
p E C’-‘(,‘) is flat at zero up to order ,U -A. Since w,@)= 0 (see (9)X 
point 4” follows. The proof of 1” is analogous to that of 4’. 
3. Determination of Non-Zero Solutions of the Equation Pu = 0 and Pu’= 6 
in the Case where II < 0 
Suppose that 
L”(yo,o) E P(R’). 
It follows from (38) that L”(P) = 0 and consequently 
(38) 
\‘ Ai,&- l)... b-i+ l)=O. - 
i=O 
For every x E CF(R ‘) equal to one in a neighbourhood of zero we define 
By applying (38) we prove on account of Corollary 1 that o,(P”y,) = KP”p. 
Let L’~, L;, be obtained from distributions U, u’ appearing in Theorems 3 and 4 
replacing formally Krp by o,(cp). It follows from the form of o,(v) provided by 
Corollary 1 that L’~ and L;, are distributions. Repeating almost literally the 
proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 we see that the distributions c, and L;, satisfy the 
same relations as distributions u and G. 
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4. Examples 
1’. Denote by P the following differential operator on R2: 
P=$+ 16’&+ 12y2 
-4 d 
z-@ 
- 48y” g 
+ 96x$ + 12y 
3’ 
$27 
+ 108 2. 
Let s,., = x2 - y4, (x, y) E R’. Ir can be verified by a direct calculation that 
P is invariant with respect to s*,~ and the corresponding operator L has the 
form 
Retaining the notations of Theorem 3 we have in this case 
I a = -5, b = -$, ,u=a+b+l=-’ 47 A= 1. 
It follows from Theorem 3, 5“ that the distribution 
u[p] = fm sV4Kv(s) ds, (DE GXR2) 
-0 
satisfies the equation Pu = A6 with the constant 
From the definition of the operation K one immediately obtains 
11 = (x2 - y4)"4 Y(x’ - y”). 
Obviously the results of this paper are also applicable to the operators 
(x’ - y”)’ Pk for arbitrary integers r, k, r > 0, k > 1. 
2’. Let Cl be the operator 
q m.n = ;: az - c az iyl ax; ,y, ay2 ’ 
(x, )...) x,, y, ,..., y,) E Rm+“, 
where m, n > 1. For arbitrary integers r, k, r > 0, k > 1 write 
R ~~~=(IX12-lY12)r~~.“~ 
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where 
q k=C)o . . . 00. 
k-times 
It is easily verified that R’,.tn is invariant with respect to the form s2,? = 
I.rl’- 1~1’ and th e corresponding l-dimensional operator L has the form 
. 
In the notation of Theorem 3 we have 
m-2 n-2 
b=Z, 
m+n 
a=2. iu= 
-- 1, 
2 
l=k-r. 
Let k - r > 0. Then from Theorems 3 and 4 we obtain 
(i) Suppose (m + n)/2 4 iV,. Put 
if 
RZ+tZ--I 
2 
> k - r, rp E CF(Rm+“), 
if 
m+n-1 
2 
>k-r, rp~cF(R~+“) 
and 
If m is even, n odd then R;:,,u = 0 and R;:,,u’= (-l)W2 A& where 
1 W/2) W2) 
‘4 =q/S2.d lSzJ/ r((m +n _ q/2) cm.n r*k (F- 1) (39) 
and CL:,, is given by (30), (31) if (mfn-1)/2>k-r and C>T,,= 
~~~,Cc,*((m+n)/2-l)(-1)P(p-1)! if (m+n-1)/2,<k-r, with 
C,*((m + n)/2 - 1) given by (31). 
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If m odd, n even, then Rz:,,zi= 0, R;f,,u =A(-I)“2 6; A is given by (39) 
with C;l defined by (17) if (m +n - I)/2 > k-r and by (15), (26) 
otherwise. 
(ii) Suppose (m + n)/2 E N,. Define distributions 
U'IVJ =J 
+*Kv-- Won+nM2+r-k-l K, 
S(m+nV2+r-k ’ ds 
m+n 
x 
for T>k-r 
cp E CF(R’“+“) 
+ .Lx 
$Pl=l S~lmtnl:2-r+k(K~)(S)ds 
m+n 
. -x 
for 2 <k-r 
u[q] = the coeffkient at ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ in the Taylor expansion at zero off 
(Kp)(s), for (m + n)/2 < 1 - r + k. 
If both m and n are even then R2:fiu = 0, R;fnG= A& where 
(m-7-n (m - 2)/Z 
A =flS2,mllS,,,I l;. ( i ) 
(-1)’ 
’ i + I - (m + n)/2 
c;:n (T- 1) 
and C$,((m + n)/2 - 1) is given by (37). 
If both m and n are odd then R>T,,u’= 0, RkFnu = A&, where 
(-l)‘m+nv2-4C;;~ (qJ- 1) 
and C$,((m + n)/2 - 1) is given by (37). 
Analogous formulas are also valid in the case k - r < 0. For details see 
Section 3 in Part II. 
Remark. In the case where m = 1, the support of the fundamental 
solution given by the above formulas is contained in the set ((LX, y) E R ’ +“: 
(-Y~~-~~vI’>O} and not in ((~~,~)ER’+“:I~~~-I~~~~O,X>/O} as in the 
case of the standard fundamental solutions. The same is true of n = 1. 
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